Abstract. Aiming at the joint sparsity of target imaging space of SFCW-GPR, the idea of multi-task learning is introduced into the Bayesian compressive sensing reconstruction algorithm, multi-task Bayesian compressive sensing(MT-BCS) algorithm is proposed in the paper. A common prior hierarchical Bayesian model is used for different tasks, MT-BCS algorithm can fully exploit the statistical characteristics and structural information of radar echo data and recover original signals from far fewer random samples. The simulation results show that the reconstruction accuracy of MT-BCS algorithm is better than BCS algorithm under the same conditions.
Introduction
SFCW-GPR is one of the Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) systems. GPR as non-destructive technique for detecting underground targets has been widely used in many fields, such as earth science, environmental engineering, geological exploration, archeology and so on [1] .Because the working frequency of SFCW-GPR system is step by step, it takes a long time to achieve working bandwidth, the imaging speed is slow [2] . How to effectively shorten the data acquisition time and improve the imaging speed of SFCW-GPR system are the problems to be solved. The problems can be solved when theory of CS is proposed. The CS theory have proved, when the signal is sparse in the transform domain, sampling frequency can no longer depend on the bandwidth of the signal, which mainly depend on two-basic principles: sparsity and irrelevance [3] .
Focusing on the datas come from the same scenario have statistic correlation. MT-BCS algorithm based on sparse Bayesian learning has been proposed. A common prior hierarchical Bayesian model is used in the algorithm for different tasks, making full use of the statistical correlation between the tasks, giving each element of the coefficient vector a priori probability distribution to limit the complexity of the model and introduce hyperparameters [4, 5, 6] . The simulation results show that the SFCW-GPR reconstruction algorithm based on MT-BCS can take into account both the computational efficiency and the accuracy of reconstruction. We assume the antenna measurement apertures are M , the scanning frequency of transmit antennas from 0 f to 1 N f  in a scan period. Targets p are existed in the detection area. The complex echo signals can be obtained in each antenna measurement apertures as: w .The formula (1) can also be expressed as:
are echo datas that the measurement aperture is m and the frequency is n f . The j th column of dictionary matrix m B can be expressed as: .The relationship between x S and reflection coefficient vectors x w as follows:
In general, reflection coefficient vectors x w are sparse, we randomly select the apertures 1 Q from antennas measurement apertures m and the datas 2 Q from measurement datas N .Measurement matrix
,the measurement vectors x t can be expressed as:
MT-BCS Imaging Algorithm
Hierarchical Bayesian model is adopted to realize share of information via related tasks, the statistical characteristics of the tasks are fully exploited, making reconstruction results more accurate [7, 8] .Due to the framework of MT-BCS is based on the real-value signal model, change matrix and vector of formula (5):
The formula(5) can be rewritten as: 
For each element of x θ is assumed to be Gauss prior distribution of zero mean: 
Simulation and Experimental Results
The initial frequency of the electromagnetic wave is set 1GHZ, terminal frequency is set 3GH, frequency step points N=101, so frequency step is 20MHZ, antenna measurement apertures M=30. The coordinates of the three target are assumed to be (10, 40),(20, 40),(30,40)(cm). Imaging region along azimuth from 1cm to 40cm and along range from 30cm to 50cm, 20*40 uniform spatial grids is divided. The GPR imaging is divided into 30 tasks according to the transmitting and receiving antennas at the different measuring aperture, the echo data of each task come from the current measurement aperture, and each task corresponds to different measure matrix, the Gaussian white noise with the SNR of 10dB is added to the frequency domain echo data. The experimental results show that BCS algorithm have more noise points and false targets. The reconstruction reflection coefficients and computational time of the two algorithms are given in table 1. The results show that the MT-BCS algorithm can get better reconstruction performance than the BCS algorithm under the same observation data.
Summary
In the paper, the MT-BCS algorithm is be introduced. MT-BCS algorithm can exploit the statistical and structural characteristics of sparse signal, achieving reconstruction for many relevant signals at the same time. Experimental results have shown that the reconstruction performance of MT-BCS is better than the BCS algorithm under few observation data.
